Evliya Celebi's description of the removal of a musket ball from the brain of a Habsburg Prince: an interesting excerpt from the "Seyahatname".
In the 17th century an Ottoman traveler, Evliya Celebi, was inspired by a dream to embark on a journey across the Ottoman Empire. He traveled far and wide across Europe and North Africa and wrote extensively about his adventures in the Seyahatname. The Seyahatname, or “Book of Travels,” is the longest and most detailed travel account in Islamic (if not world) literature. It is a vast panorama of the Ottoman world in the mid-17th century. This article is concerned with Celebi’s description of several surgeries that he claimed to have witnessed in Vienna during the year 1665. He describes several procedures, the first and most detailed of which is a fascinating brain operation that seems to be a highly unusual procedure for the time. His impressions of Central European medicine, as viewed by a Muslim from the East, offer an unexplored perspective. We examine what his description tells us about the perceptions and images of surgery and medicine.